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2. It must be extremely well-written, showing mastery of English grammar, 

vocabulary, and syntax.  It should be well-organized, well-argued, and analytic. 

 

3. The research needs to be exhaustive. 

 

A. The student must have covered everything in the related fields of study.  

This also may mean that the student goes beyond normal library research 

in published material.  The thesis may include work in unpublished 

documents gathered from a variety of sources, such as archives, 

organizations, or individuals.  Other aspects of original research may 

include interviews with participants in events or various experts in the 

field. 

 

B. Alternatively, students should demonstrate exemplary mastery of rigorous 

quantitative methods of inquiry applied to the statistical analysis of 

systematically collected data sets, or the construction of theoretical or 

computer simulation models. 

 

A magna cum laude designation should be awarded for excellent work.  A student must 

obtain a good GPA (preferably above 3.5), have an excellent defense, and write an 

excellent thesis.  To be considered for a magna cum laude designation: 

 

1. The thesis must demonstrate mastery of the literature in the field and say 

something that adds to the literature. 

 

2. The thesis must be very well-written and grammatically correct.  It should be 

organized, with a clear argument. 

 

3. The thesis must cover the related fields of study.  This may mean that the student 

goes beyond normal library research to include work in unpublished documents.  

The student may also conduct other original research such as interviews, surveys, 

or quantitative methods of inquiry applied to the statistical analysis of data sets, or 

the construction of theoretical or computer simulation models. 

 

A cum laude designation should be awarded for good work.  In order to be considered 

for cum laude, a student must maintain a GPA of at least 3.3, have a solid defense, and 

write a thesis that meets the following criteria: 

 

1. The thesis must present a clear argument. 

 

2. The thesis must be well-written and grammatically correct. 

 

3. The research needs to cover the related fields of study and address the body of 

literature in those fields. 

 

No honors will be recommended if the criteria for a cum laude thesis are not met. 


